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Tobacco Control: Research, Prevention,

Training, Human Rights
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Between 2012 and 2018, the University
of Medicine and Pharmacy from Tîrgu
Mureº, in partnership with American,
Hungarian and Romanian scientists from
dozens of institutions, has launched a
research entitled Building Capacity for
Tobacco Research in Romania, composed
of seven complementary research studies.
One of these studies was the Tobacco-free
Medical University project, which resulted
in the introduction of the tabaccology
course in the curricula of students. This
project and other two studies were
presented in November 2016 in the
Romanian Parliament with the report
entitled The Economics of Tobacco and
Tobacco Taxation in Romania. We are
member of 2035 – The First Tobacco-free
Generation movement being invited to the
Global Forum on Human Rights and
Tobacco-free World (Bucharest, Cotroceni
Palace, 26th March 2019).

Gábor Kassay – Ferenc Szenkovits
Autonomous Institution and a Youn-

ger Work Community
Keywords: Babeº-Bolyai University, ma-
thematics, computer science, research
The aim of this note is a brief presenta-
tion of the research and teaching at the
Department of Mathematics and Com-
puter Science of the Hungarian Depart-
ment within the Babeº-Bolyai University.
This department was created in 2011
according to the new Law of Education
and opens up new perspectives for the
Hungarian minority in Romania. During
the last decade, many talented young
people have been employed. We men-
tion some of their research topics and
stress that their results have been
published in high-ranking international
journals.

Miklós Kontra
Hungarian Self-destruction and Self-

construction in Romania
Keywords: Romania, national minority,
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In response to the editor’s request, the
author briefly describes three cases
illustrating his concerns regarding Hun-
garian research and higher education in
Transylvania. Hungarian education began
to flourish after 1990, but the drastic
increase in students and the business
model of higher education also brought
with them BA and MA programs and an
insufficient number of qualified univer-
sity instructors in some institutions.
Such programs cause considerable social
harm to Hungarians. Another problem is
that research results have been ignored
by politicians. For instance, in 1994,
linguistics professor Sándor N. Szilágyi
proposed a “Bill on the Rights Concer-
ning Ethnic and Linguistic Identity, and
the Fair and Harmonious Coexistence of
Ethnic and Linguistic Communities”. In
principle, this is a non-discrimination
bill, but it defines rights for both ma-
jorities and minorities (e.g. Romanians in
Hungarian-majority Covasna County and
Hungarians in Romanian-majority Cluj
County). There is no doubt that Szilágyi’s
bill, had it been passed by the Bucharest
parliament, would have eased intereth-
nic linguistic tensions in Romania consi-
derably. However, Hungarian politicians
chose to ignore it. In contrast to the pre-
vious two cases of ethnic self-destruc-
tion, the third is one of self-construction/
development. Hungarian teachers, writers
of textbooks and teacher educators have
created a program and several textbooks
of Hungarian as mother tongue for 10- to
14-year-olds in Romania, which are
greatly superior both linguistically and
pedagogically to the books used in the
public education system in Hungary.

Tamás Kozma
Social Learning and Community In-

novations
Keywords: social innovation, community,
problem-solving, learning 
“Social innovation” became a buzzword
in the respective literature. The author
defines it as a) a bottom-up activity; b) an
activity which meets a challenge and
solves the problem behind the challenge;
c) an activity that transforms the whole
community during and by the problem-
solving process; and d) an activity the
results of which are sustainable and serve126
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as the basis of new problem-solving. The
essence of social/community innovation
is learning in the broadest sense of the
word. The community learns new in-
formation and new competencies, while
meeting the challenge and solving the
problem. Sustainability, however, needs
not only spontaneous innovation, but
also hierarchically organised agencies.
The transformation of the community is
not only a chain of innovations; instead it
can be viewed as a constant rivalry bet-
ween innovative and conservative forces.
This rivalry seems to be constant; yet, ac-
cording to historical studies, the inno-
vation/regulation spiral is on the rise. 

Daniella Ludvig
The Esterházy House in Cluj/Kolozs-

vár and its Residents
Keywords: Esterházy, Teleki, Kolozsvár,
history, Gyulaffy, orphanage, Transylvania
The first orphanage in Kolozsvár used to
be in the building on Egyetem Street Nr.
8, in the later so-called Esterházy House.

A memorial tablet from 1742 comme-
morates the donation of the building by
count László Gyulaffy, whose name is
kept in secret on the tablet. A note from
1880 by count János Esterházy, who was
one of the owners of the House, contains
the history of the building which was
unpublished yet. The House became the
home of the Esterházy Family in 1790,
when the Governor of Transylvania
moved to Kolozsvár from Nagyszeben.
Several illustrious family members grew
up here in the next centuries, with heroes
of the Hungarian Revolution of 1848,
Miguel and Kálmán, among them. The
guests of the house were also reputable:
Miguel de Braganza, the later Portuguese
king, or count Pál Teleki, the prime
minister, who always stayed there when
he was in Kolozsvár. The house was the
property of the Esterházy’s until 1949,
when the communist Romanian govern-
ment expelled the residents and nationa-
lized it. The family got the house back in
2008. 
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konkrét felvilágosítást nyújtunk.






